
29 Styles of Neuronal Computation

ABS 1RAC r Neurons seldom serve as relay stations ; they
typically transform their inputs in some manner to produce
a new output function . A conventional processing path
Within a neuron includes a cascaded series of steps, each
capable of contributing characteristic styles of computation :
passive spread of PSPs to a spike trigger zone, spike initi-
ation and repetitive firing, spike propagation, and ulti-
mately synaptic output. We now know of many neurons
where this one-way cascade must be supplemented with
additional processes, such as intermittent conduction or
dendritic spikes . There are also simpler cases, such as the
passive-to-synaptic cascade of spikeless neurons. Styles of
computation (e .g ., arising from transient or sustained re-
sponsiveness, from high or low thresholds, and so forth)
may be contributed by different stages of the cascade (e .g .,
from spike initiation regions, from conduction in axons,
from synaptic input-output processes) . Processing may thus
differ among the various presynaptic regions of the same
neuron .

Introduction

HOW no NEURONS transform their input to produce
something new? This is accomplished partly by wiring
(the hierarchical arrangement of receptive fields in
the nervous system provide an example : see Hubel
and Wiesel, 1977) and partly by the intrinsic prop-
erties of the neurons . Here we shall be concerned
only with how transformations occur intraneuronally ;
in particular, we shall be concerned with the proc-
essing pathway through the neuron and how its cas-
caded stages each contribute characteristics that de-
termine the various overall styles of neuronal
computation .

An example of the processing pathway comes from
the "conventional neuron" commonly described in
textbooks, where there is a one-way cascade of proc-
esses by which the synaptic inputs (confined to the
soma-dendritic region) communicate with the syn-
aptic outputs on the axon terminals . After the trans-
mitter produces a synaptic current, the current
spreads passively to the spike trigger zone (e .g ., the
axon's initial segment) rather than producing a local
spike. The low threshold trigger zone summates pos-
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itive and negative currents from a multitude of ex-
citatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. A decision
made at this single site determines whether or not a
spike will be produced . Once a spike is initiated, it
propagates more or less faithfully to the output syn-
apses on the far end of the axon . A standard amount
of transmitter is then released by the spike, although
some historical effects such as facilitation, depression,
or potentiation are allowed in this conventional view ;
indeed the synapse would be the major candidate for
plasticity since the rest of the neuron seems rather
rigid .

The processing path thus includes a number of
discrete, cascaded stages : passive spread, spike initi-
ation, spike propagation, and synaptic transfer . Yet
this description of the birth and death of a single
spike is misleading ; for most neurons, processing var-
ies over time in several stages of the cascade . Spike,
trains are initiated, they propagate through regions
with varying safety factors, and the synaptic release
varies for the spikes that do reach the terminals . Thus
even in the conventional neuron the input-output
characteristics of the various stages give rise to several
styles of computation: a sustained input may give rise
to either sustained or transient responses ; output may
decline or build up during a sustained input ; near
coincidence in time by several large inputs may be
required to produce an output; output may grade
smoothly with the net sum of many inputs ; and so
forth . The style of computation need not remain
fixed ; it can vary over time as a result of such extrinsic
influences as synaptic inputs or hormones, besides
any intrinsic time or use dependencies .

There is also a story within a story : there are neu-
rons in which some synaptic outputs act semi-inde-
pendently of other synaptic outputs-that is, there
are multiple processing paths within one neuron .
While the anatomical unity of the neuron is unques-
tioned (Peters, Palay, and Webster, 1976), whether
the single neuron is always a single functional entity
has been questioned for decades (Bullock, 1959 ;
Shepherd, 1972 ; Graubard and Calvin, this volume)
as the conventional neuron model has become in-
creasingly inadequate. The existence of spikeless
neurons and of synaptic outputs intermixed with syn-
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aptic inputs (e .g ., dendrodendritic and axoaxonic ar-
rangements) are of particular concern . In Table I we
contrast some of the major features of the conven-
tional neuron with some of the analogous disturbing
features . While one cannot replace the conventional
neuron with a modern view of equal simplicity, we
shall attempt to show that the processing path itself
can serve as a substitute concept for the elementary
computing entity. When there is only one processing
path within a neuron, the neuron will function as a
unit; if there are multiple paths, it may not .

Black boxes vs. the experimental situation

We can never measure the actual quantities of trans-
mitter received by the neuron membrane and com-
pare this input with the actual output of transmitter
from the distant axon terminals . As in Figure 1, the
neurophysiological study of neuronal properties
often involves two neurons at a time, for example, an
electrode in the soma of one neuron and another
electrode in the soma of a downstream neuron . This
transneuronal input-output function taps into the cascade
at a similar place in each cell and thus represents one
neuron's worth of cascaded processes. We tend to
translate this transneuronal input-output relation
into a neuronal input-output function, considering it as
if all of the cascaded processes were within a single
neuron so that the usual black-box boundaries cor-
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TABLE I
Conventional viezc of the neuron and aspects which, when seen in addition to (or substituted for) the
corresponding aspects of the conventional neuron, raise questions about whether a single neuron can

simultaneously produce different outputs

The Conventional Neuron
long axon
segregated input and output synapses

spikes
all-or-none threshold decisions

voltages as common currency

a single decision-making site (e .g ., initial-
segment trigger zone)
faithful conduction of' spikes

standard amount of transmitter released by
spike, or only minor historical effects

taken together, suggest that neuron is a single
functional "unit"
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responded to the cell membrane . It is for this reason
that we speak here of input synapses and output synapses .
The input synapse is the postsynaptic element of the
synapse as seen in the electron microscope . The out-
put synapse of the same neuron corresponds to a
presynaptic terminal . We thus reference our termi-
nology all within one neuron and avoid the entangle-
ments ("postsynaptic to the presynaptic neuron") in-
volved with multiple-neuron terminology .

The simplest black box has many inputs but only
one output (Figure 2A) . If the black box is separated
into a cascaded series of boxes, it is recognizably the
processing path of the conventional neuron (Figure
2B) . When a neuron has two semi-independent out-
puts (Figure 2C), one attempts to take apart the black
box to show the stages in the processing path for each
output (Figure 2D) . These graphical representations
can be pursued with mathematical elaborations, but
we shall treat the subject here at the phenomenolog-
ical level suitable to the present level of knowledge in
cellular neurophysiology .

In some cases, the passive-to-excitable-to-synaptic
cascade of the conventional neuron is augmented
with additional stages . We begin, however, with a
simpler case than the conventional neuron : the spike-
less neuron, having only passive and synaptic stages
in its processing path. Later the passive assumption
about the membrane will be made more realistic .
Excitability will be treated in the context of both den-

Additions or Substitutions
short axon, perhaps no axon
intermingled input and output synapses
(e .g ., dendrodendritic, axoaxonic)
spikeless neurons
graded firing rates, graded spikeless
synaptic release
second messengers ; metabolic modulation ;
indirect effects on pacemakers
multiple trigger zones ; different decisions
possible from different output synapses
intermittent conduction : activation of
normally silent branches?
historical effects (e .g ., facilitation,
depression, potentiation), different at
different output synapses from same cell .

suggest that each output synapse has the
potential for semi-independent function
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FIGURE I Cascade of intraneuronal processes in local downstream neuron and plots a transneuronal input-out-
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transmitter from a single neuron cannot be directly meas- stages to the cascade : passive spread and the synaptic trans-
ured to obtain a true neuronal input-output relation, one fer characteristics, sometimes supplemented by subexcita-
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FIGURE. 2 (A) The simplest neuronal input-output relation outputs that are differing functions of time and the inputs .
involves only a single output, which is a function of time (D) An example in which C can be decomposed into a
and the inputs . (B) Decomposing the black box into the conventional neuron cascade plus an output synapse op-
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dritic-spike "booster stations" and the properties of
axon trigger zones . Repetitive firing, and the con-
duction of the spike train through intermittently con-
ducting regions of the axon, will be examined for
their characteristics. Finally, synaptic input-output
processes and their interaction with presynaptic in-
hibition and facilitation will be considered for their
contributions to the last step of the cascade .

Processing in the spikeless neuron

The transneuronal input-output function for a spike-
less neuron is primarily determined by (1) the weight-
ing of the input PSPs, as seen at an output synapse
(determined by cable-geometric factors) and (2) the
synaptic input-output relation itself. Thus the various
output synapses from such a neuron could differ
from each other by nonuniformity in either aspect .
The weighting of input PSPs depends strongly on

the neuron's geometry and the location of the output
synapse within this geometry (see Graubard and Cal-
vin, this volume) . Two output synapses located on
the distal portions of different dendrites will be es-
pecially likely to differ from one another (provided
that randomness of synaptic input locations does not
obscure the intrinsic capability to emphasize one set
of inputs and attenuate another). Two proximal den-
dritic or somatic output synapses are unlikely to dif-
fer significantly in the input weighting perceived .

The synaptic input-outputt properties could differ
between the various output. synapses from a given
neuron . The release threshold (see Figure 3 in ( ;rau-
bard and Calvin, this volume) might differ, or per-
haps the extent to which the output synapse adapts
to a sustained depolarization . (The term "threshold"
is, of' course, a descriptive convenience ; Llinas dis-
cusses the actual S-shaped relation elsewhere in this
volume_) There is no indication that all of the outputs
from a given neuron behave uniformly in synaptic
transfer properties .
Were all of the output synapses to be segregated

onto one process (an "axon") in a spikeless neuron,
they would all receive the same relative weightings of
the input PSPs. This is due to all of the passive spread
being funneled through the bottleneck at the begin-
ning of the axon. The only differences between such
output sites would be greater attenuation and a lower
frequency response for more distant terminals . Were
all of these segregated output synapses to have uni-
form synaptic input-output properties, the spikeless
neuron would then resemble the conventional neu-
ron in that it could act as a "unit ." It is the segregation
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of output synapses onto a process different from the
ones thatt receive input PSPs that is especially impor-
tant for the "unitary" picture of neuronal computa-
tion, not spikes .

Adding complexity to the passive cable model

Two synapses active at the same time do not neces-
sarily add their PSPs together linearly (e.g ., 2 + 2 = 3) .
The simplest case of interaction is shunting (e .g .,
2 + 0 = 1), where the second input produces a con-
ductance increase but no voltage change because the
reversal potential of that input is the same as the cell's
resting potential. The conductance increase of this
second synapse decreases the size of the first PSP by
increasing the input conductance at the first synapse .
This reduces the local size of the PSP as well as its
size in the soma or at the spike trigger zone. Should
an output synapse be located on the same process as
the shunting input, its sensitivity to local and distant
inputs would be reduced (see Calvin and Graubard,
1977) .
Some synapses do not cause conductance increases

but instead decrease membrane conductance
(Weight, 1974; Carew and Kandel, 1976 ; but see Par-
nas, Rahamimoff, and Sarne, 1975) ; thus activity at
an input synapse could increase the sensitivity of a
neighboring output synapse to still other synaptic
inputs . These sensitivity alterations are in addition to
the effects of any synaptic current produced by the
synaptic conductance changes when synaptic reversal
potentials are not at the resting potential .
Second messengers such as cAMP, cGMP, and Ca"

(see Greengard, 1978) introduce a whole new realm
of nonelectrical modulation . Should the internal cal-
cium ion concentration be modulated near an output
synapse by input synapse activity, one could have a
modulation of the synaptic release function . Such
calcium modulation might be secondary to synaptic
activity or might arise from calcium entry because of
a membrane conductance with voltage sensitivity
(e.g., calcium spikes) .
This raises the problem of changes in passive mem-

brane properties that. affect the cable properties :
membrane resistivity, for example, may change sev-
eralfold within a physiological range of variation of
voltage about the resting potential, thus changing the
local PSP size and its attenuation with distance .

Rebound phenomena are also seen in spikeless cells
(Graubard, 1978) . Upon the removal of a hyperpo-
larizing current, the membrane potential may over-



shoot the resting potential . If the rebound is large
enough, it can cross the release threshold, just as
rebounds in spiking neurons sometimes cross the
spike threshold .

Excitability, the regenerative property whereby de-
polarization begets more depolarization, provides a
nonlinear amplification of input PSPs. In some cells,
spikes arise locally in the dendrites ; such dendritic
spikes (see, e.g ., Kuno and Llinas 1970) often have
poor safety factors and only spread passively into the
central regions of the neuron . From the standpoint
of central decision-making processes, they may serve
as boosters for certain combinations of input syn-
apses. They could cause a large increment in release
from output synapses near their sites of origin .

In a short-axon neuron, axon terminal output syn-
apses could operate upon a combination of passively
spread PSPs and spikes (see Figure 4 in Graubard
and Calvin, this volume) . As the axon becomes

ouf

1. SPIKE INITIATION
depolarization-to-rate
adaptation
rebounds
threshold

FIGURE 3 Cascade of intraneuronal processes in long-dis-
tance transmission utilizing spike trains . The net depolar-
izing current in the initial segment of the axon produces
a spike train whose rate varies with depolarization, as shown
in Figure 4. Intermittent conduction may occur between
the spike trigger zone and the output synapses, modifying
the characteristics contributed by the spike-initiation proc-
ess. The synaptic process itself contributes fewer features
than in the spikeless case (Figure 1) if it is merely driven

longer, the passively spread PSPs would become quite
small but the height of an actively propagating spike
would stay the same . Graded synaptic transfer char-
acteristics (where threshold and graded release are
key factors in determining transneuronal input-out-
put properties) would decline in importance as stan-
dard-sized spikes came to provide the sole drive upon
the presynaptic terminal . Decision-making would
thus shift from emphasizing synaptic characteristics
(as in Figure 1) to emphasizing those of the spike
trigger zone at the beginning of the axon (as in Fig-
ures 3 and 4) . Synaptic input-output curves have
characteristics such as an apparent release threshold,
a graded release region with an associated sensitivity,
adaptation, rebounds, and historical factors such as
facilitation/depression. When the actual output syn-
apses are merely repeating decisions made elsewhere,
one must ask what are the relevant characteristics of
the spike production processes .

LONG-DISTANCE SPIKING MODE TRANSMISSION
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4 . CABLE-GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
rate - to - depolarization
attenuation
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by standard-sized spikes . The passive characteristics of the
dendritic tree of the downstream neuron are similar to the
spikeless case, but the temporal summation of spike-evoked
postsynaptic potentials tends to produce an average depo-
larization proportional to the spike rate (and hence to the
original depolarization that produced the spike train in the
upstream neuron, provided there is no modification by
intermittent conduction or facilitation/depression) .
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A B

DEPOLARIZING CURRENT

FicuRF. 4 Spike-initiation regions produce repetitive fir-
ing with various input-output characteristics . Typically
there is minimum depolarization required to produce sus-
tained rhythmic firing (A, solid line) . The neuron then
begins firing at its minimum rhythmic firing rate (e .g .,
20/sec in a neuron with an afterhyperpolarization lasting
50 msec) . The firing rate grades smoothly with additional
depolarizing current with a certain sensitivity . In some neu-
rons, the minimum depolarization, the minimum rhythmic
firing rate, and the sensitivity are all greater (A, dashed
curve) . In some neurons, the depolarization-to-rate curve
exhibits increases in sensitivity at intermediate currents (B) .

Production of spike trains

Spikes tend to originate from discrete sites called
trigger zones ; the initial segment of the axon is often
the sole site from which spikes are initiated (although
some cells utilize multiple trigger zones : see Iggo and
Muir, 1969; Calabrese and Kennedy, 1974) . It is the
weighting of the PSPs at such a virtual output site that
controls synaptic output at the far end of the axon .
Central structures such as the soma and the initial
segment often exhibit roughly equal weightings of
input PSPs, with distal inputs being only 10-40% less
effective than somatic inputs in their contribution to
a steady depolarization level (unless extremely long,
thin dendrites are involved ; compare Figures 9-11 of
Graubard and Calvin, this volume) . Certainly the 35-
fold range of relative weightings seen at some distal
dendrodendritic synaptic sites is not characteristic of
spike trigger zones (unless rapid transients in voltage
are especially important, in which case somatic syn-
apses are many times more effective : see Rinzel and
Rall, 1974) .

Besides weighting, one must consider the transfer
characteristics of the spike production process . The
conventional view of the neuron, which focuses on
how a quiescent cell initiates a single spike, lends itself
to the notion of a PSP standing on the shoulder of
another PSP in order to reach the spike threshold .
This "AND gate" view of neuronal computation may
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This may be due either to alterations in the rhythmic firing
oscillator process (as in the "secondary range" of cat spinal
motoneurons) or to extra spikes (two-s pikes-for-the-price-
of-one, as in cat pyramidal-tract neurons). In some neu-
rons, extra spikes are seen only at low depolarizing currents
and gradually disappear as current is increased (e .g., cat
and human spinal motoneurons). This may lead to a par-
adoxical drop in average firing rate as depolarization in-
creases, and thus to a negative sensitivity region (C) . As in
Figures 1 and 3, the "data" shown is diagrammatic but
based on recognized response types .

be valid for some neurons in which the spike-evoked
PSP from a single upstream neuron is very large,
(e .g ., 50% of the distance from the resting potential
to the spike threshold) . Most synaptic inputs to most
neurons (see Calvin, 1975, for a review) are probably
smaller than this by one or two orders of magnitude .
Their pitter-patter integrates to create a graded shift
in the membrane potential . It is the area beneath a
spike-evoked PSP that determines its contribution to
the net shift, not its peak value (Calvin, 1975) . Su-
prathreshold shifts often produce a sustained train
of spikes at the trigger zone, just as if the neuron
were a pacemaker that only required some depolar-
izing bias to begin producing a rhythmic train of
spikes .

REPETITIVE FIRING PROPERTIES The relationship be-
tween depolarizing current and average rhythmic fir-
ing rate has been studied in many types of neurons,
typically by injecting current steps through the intra-
somatic recording microelectrode to mimic a steady
asynchronous synaptic bombardment . Figure 4A
shows a typical current-to-rate curve (usually called
a "frequency-current" or "f-I" curve) . It exhibits a
threshold current for the production of a sustained
spike train. At this minimum current, the firing rate
jumps up to a nonzero minimum rhythmic firing rate
(e.g., 20/second). With more current, the firing rate
increases in a graded manner ; the slope of this rela-



tionship is called the sensitivity . Such properties are
often a function of cell size (as inferred from axon
conduction speed) : "fast" neurons can have a higher
minimum current requirement than "slow" ones, as
well as a higher minimum rhythmic firing rate and
a higher sensitivity (Figure 4A, dashed line ; see Ker-
nell, 1966 ; Koike et al., 1970; Calvin and Sypert,
1976) .
Another feature of current-to-rate conversions is

sometimes an alteration in sensitivity (Calvin, 1978a),
such as the sudden increase in sensitivity shown in
Figure 4B. In cat spinal motoneurons, these are
called primary and secondary ranges (Granit, Kernell,
and Lamarre, 1966) and are due to a marked alter-
ation in the properties of the pacemaker-like oscilla-
tor process at the transition point (Schwindt and Cal-
vin, 1972 ; Heyer and Llinas, 1977) .

In some other cases, the rhythmic nature of the
repetitive firing is interrupted by "extra" spikes oc-
curring several msec after an "expected" rhythmic
spike (Calvin, 1975, 1978a,b) ; the trigger zone is
reexcited by depolarization from the antecedent
spike. This two-for-the-price-of-one phenomenon
can double the sensitivity of the current-to-rate curve,
although compensatory processes may prevent the
doubling in some cases (Calvin, 1978a) . Sometimes
this doubling of sensitivity occurs at the high end of
the curve, as in Figure 4B ; in other neurons, it occurs
at the low end of the curve, with the extra spikes
dropping out as current increases . The dropout can
create a negative sensitivity region (Figure 4C ; see
Calvin and Hartline, 1977) . Of course, the patterning
of the spike train may carry a special significance
beyond whatever changes it produces in the average
firing rate ; facilitation or potentiation at the output
synapses may mean that extra spikes release much
more transmitter .
Extra spikes and other phenomena altering the

sensitivity are thought to be controlled by alterations
in the retrograde invasion of the spike into the soma-
dendritic region (Calvin, 1978a,b) ; for example, the
retrograde invasion may actively involve the dendrites
in some cases but only passively spread into the den-
drites in other cases (see Heyer and Llinas, 1977) .

INTRINSIC PROPERTIES CONTROLLING REPETITIVE FIR-

ING There are some cells, usually called pacemakers,

that have intrinsic biases upon the repetitive firing
processes. Some pacemakers burst; there are time-
varying intrinsic currents which provide rhythmic
depolarizing waves and periodically drive the cell up
its depolarization-to-rate curve. Cells may be ob-
served to shift from rhythmic pacemaker activity to

bursting pacemaker activity (see Chalazonitis and
Boisson, 1978) . In some cases, synaptic (Parnas and
Strumwasser, 1974) and hormonal (Barker and
Smith, 1977) influences provide long-lasting activa-
tion of pacemaker activity and shifts from "pacing"
to bursting. Some neurons "latch up," producing
bursts that continue after a brief depolarization (Kan-
del and Spencer, 1961 ; Russell and Hartline, 1977) ;
extra spikes can also be strongly influenced by recent
history (Calvin and Hartline, 1977) .
In addition, most neurons exhibit adaptation, that

is, a decline in firing rate during a sustained depo-
larization . In some cases, this is due to electrogenic
pumps providing a hyperpolarizing bias current (Na-
kajima and Takahashi, 1966) ; in other cases, the sen-
sitivity of the depolarization-to-rate conversion de-
clines (see, e .g ., Schwindt and Calvin, 1972) . In cells
with extra spikes, the probability of extra spikes oc-
curring may decline with time (Calvin and Sypert,
1976). When the minimum rhythmic firing rate is
approached, the firing may shut off despite the sus-
tained depolarizing drive . "Phasic" neurons are those
with pronounced tendencies to shut down ; this pro-
duces, of course, a distinct computational style .

As inputs fluctuate, one expects to see the spike
rate vary along the current-to-rate curve, with time-
locking to the input PSPs more noticeable when the
input PSPs are individually large . As inputs fluctuate,
the output patterning will change, reflecting not only
the changing input but also any altered probabilities
for producing extra spikes or bursts . As inputs fluc-
tuate, adaptation will be reset .

INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF REPETITIVE FIR-
ING The overall characteristics of the spike produc-
tion process may be briefly summarized as including
a threshold, a region of graded response, adaptation,
and rebounds from hyperpolarization . Thus the vir-
tual output site has acquired the main features of
spikeless synaptic processing, but it also has addi-
tional features (jumps to minimum output levels, dis-
tinct "ranges," of differing sensitivities) not yet ob-
served in synaptic input-output curves .

Intermittent conduction

Even if the repetitive firing process sends a long train
of spikes down the axon, only a brief train may reach
some terminals ; this can be one result of intermittent
conduction, described elsewhere in this volume by
Parnas . In this sense, the process may be descriptively
similar to the adaptation process, producing a tonic-
to-phasic conversion from the standpoint of some
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axon terminals. Conversely, some axon branches may
be normally silent, so that a sustained train (or a
burst, or some combination of factors) is required for
spikes to begin invading these terminals (Waxman,
1975) . Wall (1977) has described "ineffective syn-
apses" in cat spinal cord and some of the circum-
stances that serve to unmask them ; intermittent con-
duction and/or presynaptic inhibition changes are
natural candidates for the underlying mechanisms .

Synaptic input-output properties : Basics and
complications

The basic input-output features of a conventional
neuron's synapse are essentially those of the trans-
neuronal input-output curve in Figure 1 . There is an
apparent threshold presynaptic voltage which must
be attained before there is any significant release .
There is a suprathreshold region which is S-shaped,
providing a roughly linear region, perhaps followed
by a saturation region . Thus, for spike-evoked re-
lease, there is a standard-sized jump in release for a
brief moment. For graded inputs, there can be
graded output .
There are many phenomena associated with

changes in synaptic input-output properties : facili-
tation, depression, and posttetanic potentiation are
all historic effects known at many types of synapses .
Parnas (1972) and Muller and Nicholls (1974) have
noted that the extent of facilitation need not be iden-
tical at two different output synapses from the same
cell and suggest that the differences lie in the pre-
synaptic terminals .

The postsynaptic side of the synapse can also pro-
duce diversity in synaptic input-output properties . A
single transmitter from a single presynaptic neuron
can cause postsynaptic conductance changes that are
brief or long-lasting, that increase or decrease, that
affect different ions, and that selectively desensitize,
all depending on the choice of postsynaptic receptor
(see Kandel, 1976) .

PRESYNAPTIC INHIBITION AND FACILITATION Fore-
most among the possibilities for producing diversity
at output synapses is presynaptic inhibition . Presyn-
aptic inhibition (or facilitation) is the modulation in
the size of a monosynaptic PSP subsequent to activa-
tion of a second pathway which itself produces no (or
little) effect on the postsynaptic cell . Many mecha-
nisms have been proposed to explain this phenome-
non, and it is likely that there are, in fact, a number
of ways to produce it .

Decreases in spike-evoked PSPs in a monosynaptic
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pathway can often be observed if one can activate
other neurons that will somehow depolarize the pre-
synaptic terminals of the monosynaptic pathway . This
physiological phenomenon is often associated with
the anatomical finding of axoaxonic synapses, and it
is thought that such input synapses near output syn-
apses somehow condition spike-evoked release .

Depolarizing conditioning can produce alterations
in synaptic input-output curves which reduce the re-
lease from a standard-sized stimulus (Hagiwara and
Tasaki, 1958; Bloedel et al ., 1966) . Hyperpolarizing
conditioning of cells also reduces spike-evoked re-
lease, as has now been demonstrated in arthropods,
molluscs, and annelids (Maynard and Walton, 1975 ;
Shimahara and Tauc, 1975 ; Wallace and Nicholls,
1977) .
Another possible mechanism for presynaptic inhi-

bition is a reduction in spike size in the presynaptic
terminal, thus varying the "standard-sized" stimulus
to synaptic release . This line of evidence, from crus-
tacea (Dudel, 1965 ; Kennedy, Calabrese, and Wine,
1974), suggests that axoaxonic synapses produce suf-
ficient conductance changes in the terminal as to
cause a reduction in safety factor . If the active prop-
agation of the spike ceases upstream from the ter-
minal at various distances (intermittent conduction),

of the spike into the terminal
and hence vary the stimulus to

the passive spread
should vary in size
synaptic release .

Other variations upon the intermittent-conduction
theme are consistent with the results of Kuno (1974)
in cat spinal cord, whose reductions in mean quantal
content during presynaptic inhibition may be the re-
sult of the complete failure of spike-evoked release
from some terminals contributing to a composite PSP .
Recent investigations of "synaptic" facilitation and
depression (e .g ., Hatt and Smith, 1976) have uncov-
ered a role of intermittent conduction well upstream
from the axon terminals ; while nonsynaptic factors
such as extracellular potassium accumulation in crit-
ical regions of low safety factor are an identifiable
mechanism (see Parnas, this volume), the influence
of an axoaxonic synapse could likewise be well up-
stream of the actual output synapses at the axon
terminals .

Presynaptic facilitation may be generated in the
same manner as presynaptic inhibition, by activating
a pathway that modulates spike-evoked transmitter
release from the presynaptic neuron while itself caus-
ing little or no postsynaptic effect . In Aplysia-so far
the only example (Castellucci and Kandel, 1976)-
the mechanism is thought to involve a neuron syn-
apsing on the presynaptic cell and causing an increase



in cyclic AMP (and thus of internal Ca", which re-
sults in enhanced transmitter release). Unlike presyn-
aptic inhibition, there is as yet no evidence that any
particular synaptic geometry is involved in presyn-
aptic facilitation or that the enhancement of release
is selective in the output synapses it affects .
One need not view axoaxonic synaptic arrange-

ments solely in the context of conditioning spike-
evoked release, however . The small axon terminals
are analogous to the distal dendritic tips in our prior
discussion of dendritic geometry (Graubard and Cal-
vin, this volume), and the input synapse may well
produce a large local PSP, perhaps itself capable of
stimulating release or modulating tonic release (Par-
nas, Rahamimoff, and Sarne, 1975) .

RETROGRADE EFFECTS UPON PRESYNAPTIC TERMI-
NALS? Could the postsynaptic neuron exert an in-
fluence over its own inputs? A direct retrograde in-
fluence of postsynaptic dendrite upon presynaptic
axon has been sought for decades . Recently Erulkar
and Weight (1977) utilized the squid giant synapse
and showed significant decreases in spike-evoked
EPSPs after conditioning by a train of postsynaptic
spikes. They found that increases in extracellular po-
tassium could also produce such decreases in spike-
evoked PSPs, suggesting that the release of potassium
by the postsynaptic neuron "conditions" the spike-
evoked release from the presynaptic terminal .

Discussion

The conventional neuron seemed rigid, lacking in
major opportunities for plasticity except at the syn-
apse itself. The present "complications" (summarized
in Table II) point up the possibilities for flexible styles
of computation elsewhere in the neuron . Now we
have passive properties that might change (e .g ., at
the dendritic spine : Rall and Rinzel, 1971 ; Fifkova
and Van Harreveld, 1977), excitable mechanisms in-
fluenced by more than just synaptic currents, and
repetitive firing and intermittent conduction mecha-
nisms with historic effects-all quite in addition to
the promise of the synapse itself for plasticity .

Anatomists divide the neuron into morphologically
characteristic regions ; physiologists attempt to iden-
tify functional subdivisions and relate them to the
anatomical ones. In the search for the elementary
computing unit, how should one partition the neu-
ron? Certainly not a priori along classical anatomical
lines : outputs may occur from dendrites, while inputs
may occur upon axon terminals . The usual physio-
logical subdivisions of passive and excitable do not

TABLE II
Variations in neurons that affect input-output properties

1 . Neurons can be organized with dendritic and axonal
regions or they may lack all or part of this arrangement .

2. Synaptic inputs may be on dendrites, the soma, the
initial segment of the axon, axon spines, or axon ter-
minals .

3. A presynaptic neuron may distribute its output sites
onto a single postsynaptic cell in a single restricted
region, over several regions, or uniformly over the cell's
synaptic surface .

4. Receptors for particular transmitters and conductance
mechanisms may be uniformly distributed over the
synaptic surface of the neuron or they may be region-
ally segregated .

5 . Transmitter arriving at an input synapse may cause
postsynaptic conductance changes that are brief or
long-lasting, that increase or decrease, that affect dif-
ferent ions, or that selectively desensitize, all depend-
ing on the postsynaptic receptors .

6. For conductance-increasing synaptic inputs, two si-
multaneous inputs will produce a PSP that may be
equal to, but is often less than, the sum of the individ-
ual input PSPs .

7 . For conductance-decreasing synaptic inputs, two si-
multaneous inputs will produce a PSP that may be
equal to, but could be greater than, the sum of the
individual PSPs .

8 . PSPs from single inputs may be very small, or their
height may be an appreciable fraction of the excursion
from the resting potential either to the spike threshold
or to the threshold for graded transmitter release .

9 . Passive spread may weight inputs equally or may
strongly emphasize local inputs .

10. Passive spread could be affected by changes in mem-
brane resistance with voltage (e .g., anomalous or de-
layed rectification) .

11 . Depolarizing "rebound" following the removal of by'
perpolarization may be large or small and may vary in
different parts of the neuron .

12 . Action potentials can occur in dendrites, the cell soma,
the axon and its terminals .

13 . Spikes may propagate actively without decrement or
spread passively with decrement in any part of the
neuron .

14. Neurons may have a single low-threshold spike trigger
zone, or there may be multiple trigger zones for initi-
ating spikes .

15. Spike threshold may be lower if 'a rapid voltage change
is used to approach it .

16 . Slow approaches to spike threshold may never succeed
in spike initiation, or they may always evoke a spike
when a "ceiling" is reached beyond which accommo-
dation no longer occurs .
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18 . Adaptation may lower spike production rates, settling
to a steady state in many seconds, within a few spikes,
or instantly .

19. The minimum input current for producing a sustained
spike train may be high or low (or zero for pace-
makers), often depending on whether the cell is large
or small .

21 . The curve relating depolarizing current strength to
spike firing rate can bend over gradually, be linear, be
piecewise linear, or exhibit hysteresis .

22 . The sensitivity of the current-to-rate curve may be high
or low (sometimes depending on whether the cell is
large or small) .

23 . A sustained spike train evoked by a depolarizing cur-
rent step may be rhythmic, irregular, rhythmic with
occasional "extra spikes," or bursty .

24. Extra spikes following the expected spikes in a
rhythmic discharge may increase the sensitivity of the
current-to-rate curve, or compensation may occur by
lengthening of the interval to the next expected spike .

25. Augmentation of current-to-rate sensitivity by extra
spikes can occur at the high end of the curve or only
at the low end (creating a "negative sensitivity region"
at intermediate currents where extra spikes fail to oc-
cur) .

26. Extra spikes may be augmented by fatigue or by lack
of preceding activity .

27 . Extra spikes may themselves reexcite the spike trigger
zone to create another extra spike, or extra spikes may
fail to create the conditions necessary for reexcitation .

28. Reexcitation may create extra spikes initiating from the
axon trigger zone due to a delay, a change in conduc-
tion speed, or a prolongation of the retrograde inva-
sion of the soma-dendritic region by the preceding
spike .

29 . Adaptation in spike rate during sustained depolariza-
tions may be due to hyperpolarizing bias currents de-
veloping from a change in the sensitivity of the current-
to-rate process or from a decreasing probability of extra
spikes occurring .

30. Bursts of spikes may occur from reexcitation or from
an underlying depolarizing drive upon the current-to-
rate process .

31 . Hormones or second messengers can modulate cell
metabolism and ionic conductances and thus change
the firing properties of the cell .

32. Spikes may propagate faithfully or may conduct only
intermittently through some regions .

35 .

36 .

39 .
40 .

41 .

42 .

43 .

44 .

45 .

46 .

47 .

48 .
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Spike conduction may begin to fail after only a few
spikes, or only after many minutes, or never .
Synaptic outputs may be from distal or proximal den-
drites, the soma, axon spines, axon swellings (en pas-
sage), or terminals and from almost any combination
of regions .
Output synapses may be segregated from,
mixed with, input synapses .
Synaptic release may be stimulated by spikes, graded
PSPs, or a combination of both .
Hormones or second messengers may modulate syn-
aptic release .
The synaptic input-output curve may be the same, or
different, at the various output synapses from a given
neuron .
The synaptic release threshold may be high or low .
Tonic release of transmitter from output synapses may
be large or small, occasional or continuous .
Sensitivity (the slope of the synaptic input-output
curve) may be high or low, positive or negative .
Synaptic release may increase or decline during long-
lasting depolarizations .
Synaptic release during a sustained spike train may
increase (facilitate), depress (antifacilitate), or remain
the same with successive spikes .
Synaptic release may be potentiated, following a con-
ditioning train of spikes, for a short time or for many
days .
Facilitation may be the same or different, in magnitude
and time course, at various output synapses from a
given neuron .
Conditioning pathways may decrease (presynaptic in-
hibition) or increase (presynaptic facilitation) spike-
evoked transmitter release from output synapses .
Presynaptic inhibition may be caused by conditioning
depolarization or hyperpolarization of presynaptic ter-
minals or by a conductance increase in the terminal
region .
Tonic and spike-evoked release of transmitter may be
modified by the ionic milieu, and thus perhaps by spike
activity in the postsynaptic neuron .

or inter-

allow for the array of subexcitable phenomena such
as resistivity changes and rebounds . Graded and all-
or-none regions were once useful divisions, but the
extension of graded properties to spike generators
and spikeless synapses has left only the middle of an
axon with nominal all-or-none properties . One might
try dividing the neuron into regions that compute
(have thresholds and sensitivity, adaptation, and so
forth) and those that merely conduct, but intermit-
tent conduction in the middle of an axon can be
viewed as creative failure, causing a tonic-to-phasic

TABLE II (continued) 33 .

17. Sustained depolarizations may evoke either a sustained
or a transient train of spikes . 34 .

20. The minimum rate at which a neuron will fire rhyth- 37 .
mically
whether

can be low of high (usually depending on
the spike afterhyperpolarization is long or 38 .

short) .



style just as surely as if the spike-initiating process
had done it. Trying to divide the neuron into com-
puting units is even harder : if one cannot define the
boundaries of the elementary computing unit, or tell
how many are contained within a single neuron,
should we simply revert to the syncytium and give up
in our attempt to define the most elementary building
blocks with which the computing machine of the
brain is built?

Difficult though it may be to delimit the boundaries
of the computing unit, one can usefully trace the
processing path through the cascade of intraneuronal
processes linking the input synapses with the output
synapses . We have seen both local and long-distance
versions of this processing path, and it is apparent
that an obvious candidate, upon which to base an
elementary computing unit, is the processing path
leading to an individual output synapse . Must one
therefore treat a neuron with 100 separate output
synapses as containing 100 elementary computing
units? Not necessarily .

It is clear that we shall be able to view many CNS
neurons as "units" much of the time . For example,
cat spinal motoneurons are not reported to possess
dendrodendritic synapses, and their various axon ter-
minals are not known to differ functionally from one
another in a manner that might segregate messages .
Some neurons are perhaps "dual," such as the class
of retinal horizontal cells studied by Nelson et al .
(1975). These have two regions of extensive arbori-
zation, each with input and output synapses; one
region synapses with rods, the other with cones . The
two regions are connected by a long, thin axon that
should severely attenuate PSPs . The cells seem to be
spikeless. All of this suggests a neuron with two in-
dependent regions, almost as if it were two neurons
(at least) . In other cases, such as a superior colliculus
horizontal cell (see Figure 1 1 in Graubard and Calvin,
this volume), each output synapse along a long, thin
dendrite might favor local inputs, with input effec-
tiveness falling off with distance . Thus a dozen out-
put synapses from one neuron might accomplish the
job that otherwise would require a dozen neurons
with more restricted dendritic trees .
Just as anatomists have long classified neurons by

the shapes of their dendritic trees, so cellular neu-
rophysiologists may come to recognize classes of neu-
ronal computation styles . In the absence of the kind
of analysis that has been partially done for a few cell
types, can one use spiking/nonspiking as a major
clue? This seems unlikely . Both spiking and nonspik-
ing neurons can, under some conditions, function as
elementary computing units ; both types can also have

diverse outputs, with regional influences superim-
posed upon central influences . Spike trigger zones
do tend to provide strong central influences which,
in the absence of additional processing between the
trigger zone and the output synapses, will force all
output synapses to act briefly as a unit . Combinations
of Table I features such as "spikeless" and "inter-
mixed input and output synapses" do make one sus-
pect multiple computational units in such neurons .
Until functional types of neurons are more clearly
established by examining how they combine features
such as those in Table II, the modern view of neu-
ronal computation will be complicated by the neces-
sity of examining each output synapse from a single
neuron for the possibility that it is sometimes, in some
sense, an elementary computing unit .
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